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FOCUS Assist – Customer Engagement 

Section 1:  Introducing the FOCUS Suite 
 

 Assist and manage job seekers who may have issues associated with their resumes, job search or use of the services available to them in 

FOCUS Career. Staff may create job seeker accounts and resumes for full-service customers; send messages; manage lists; assign 

activities/services; post notes/reminders to records; set follow ups, resolve issues; inactivate/reactivate accounts and access job seeker 

profiles or remote into accounts to update resumes and make other record changes. 

 Assist and manage employers/businesses that may have issues associated with their job postings, candidate searches or use of the 

services available to them in FOCUS Talent. Staff may create employer accounts and job postings for full-service customers; send 

messages; assign activities; post notes/reminders to records; set follow ups and resolve issues; access business customer profiles for job 

orders, businesses and hiring managers; and remote into accounts to edit job postings and make other record changes. 

 View or manage approval queues for business accounts, job postings, and referrals requests – based on the office assignment of roles 

and permissions.  

 Create ad hoc reports on the customers served – based on staff organization’s assignment of roles and permissions. 
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The FOCUS Suite will be configured as shown below. FOCUS Career and FOCUS Talent are public-facing applications made available to job 

seekers and business customers. Staff will work ONLY in FOCUS Assist. Operating in the background to drive your labor-exchange system is the 

LENS search engine, where resumes (from FOCUS Career) and job posts (from FOCUS Talent) are searched, matched and viewable to job seekers, 

business customers and staff. Other jobs, such as the Burning Glass proprietary NOVA Jobs feed and other feeds your organization may specify, 

will register in LENS for searching and matching. In many deployments the FOCUS Suite also will be integrated with a case-management system. 

Other common integrations may push Unemployment Insurance claimants from your UI Benefits system to FOCUS Career, while FOCUS Talent 

may be validating FEINs via a web service with your UI Tax system.  

 

 
 

FOCUS Career™  
with exploration & labor market intelligence 

Job Seeker Portal 

FOCUS Talent™ 
with bulk & individual job posting 

Business Customer Portal 

FOCUS Assist™ 
with triage, ad hoc reporting & suite management  

Staff Back Office 

Client’s Integrated Workforce  
Case-Management System 

LENS™ 

UI Benefits 
Claimants 

UI Tax 
FEINs 

NOVA Jobs™ Other  
Job Feeds 
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Section 2: What this Training Manual Covers 

When assisting job seekers, staff will work from FOCUS Assist to accomplish all staff-assisted functions. While this guide covers only the 

functionality used specifically with job-seeker customers, it also includes the FOCUS Career self-service job-seeker application, as accessed and 

viewed from FOCUS Assist. This platform allows staff to “remote into” job-seeker accounts, manage the approval queue and run ad hoc reports 

on job seekers. Below are snapshots for the applications and targeted sections included in this guide. 

 

 

 

       

 

       

       

                   
 
                  
  
 
 
 
                  
  
 
                  
  

Criteria panels include job-seeker statuses; characteristic; qualifications; veteran status; occupation 

and salary; keywords and context; resume; job-seeker summary; activity log items; referral 

outcomes; selections for location and time periods. 

On arrival, staff signs in with their EKOS username and password. Password change can be done in 

both EKOS and Focus once logged in. 

After sign-in, staff will arrive at their Dashboard. If staff is assigned to more than one office, they will 

be prompted to select the office where they will work. Displayed are updates on pending approval 

queue items, daily system statistics and fast-click icons to saved ad hoc reports. 

The Assist Job Seekers tab opens the Job Seeker Dashboard where staff assists job seekers with or 

without issues.  Staff may create a new job seeker account, access existing ones, assign job seekers 

to staff, assign activities, email, add seekers to lists and add notes, reminders and follow ups. 

In the Approval Queues tab, staff with appropriate permissions will approve job-seeker referral 

requests. All queues can be managed independently.  

 

All staff may access Account Settings to change passwords, update contact information, set queue 

alerts, manage their saved searches and custom messages.  

FOCUS Assist™ 
Staff Back Office 

Staff Dashboard 

Assist Job Seekers 

Approval Queues 

Account Settings 

Job Seeker Reports 
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FOCUS Career™ 
Job Seeker Self-Service 

Account Registration 

Home Page 

Resume Builder 

Job Search/Match 

Gap Analysis 

Account Settings 

On arrival, options include new account registration, sign-in for returning customers, password 

help,  limited search without registering and access to career exploration tools. 

Job seeker provides username, password, optional SSN and security Q&A. Basic demographic 

information is collected up front to prevent duplication, especially when an account is created 

without a SSN.  Accepting the client-specified Terms of Use is required. Career filters and flags 

inappropriate email addresses to staff. 

 Home page offers access to all Career and Explorer options, links to up to five resumes, book-

marks, displays of job matches to saved searches, matches recently sent, matches recently 

viewed and jobs to which seeker has been referred. 

Allows job seeker to upload, paste or create resumes using a questionnaire-based wizard; 

captures work history, education, summary, add-ins, customer demographics and hiring 

preferences. Resume format, emphasis, hide, email and download features also are provided. 

Career allows seekers to locate jobs with a wide array of search options, to save searches for 

job alerts by email and to search for jobs with similar requirements. 

 Job seekers can evaluate resume against the specialized software and foundation skills 

typically required by employers to identify gaps in their skills, education and experience. 

Various features provide options to enhance resumes and search results. 

Job seekers and staff can change customer username, password, secondary email address, as 

well as security questions and answers.  

Explore career possibilities and information on in-demand jobs, internships, employers, skills, 

degrees, certificates statewide and by major metropolitan areas. With custom-mapping of 

postsecondary educational offerings, users and staff can strengthen their local labor market 

intelligence and conduct targeted career planning.  

Exploration and Labor 

Market Intelligence 
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Section 3: Who Are FOCUS Assist Users?  
 

 Staff-users: Most staff using FOCUS Assist will hold a staff-user role, but functional permissions may vary, including which customers 

they assist. The permissions assigned to any staff-user will apply across all offices where that individual is assigned to handle work, 

including those who handle work statewide. View-only permissions also are available for all functions that involve staff assisting public 

customers, allowing organizations to limit access while staff is being trained. 

 Manager-users: Manager-users represent individuals in the supervisory and managerial hierarchy. In most settings, it may be useful to 

grant the manager-user role to at least two individuals. This ensures appropriate back-up and coverage during absences. The major 

difference between the staff-user and the manager-user roles is that managers may view staff assignments to offices and caseloads. 

Staff-users can only see their caseloads.  

 System Administrators: Typically, Level 1 (programmatic) help desk staff and some program managers will be system administrators 

(SA). They will coordinate with managers on business practices, workflow settings and system defaults to support decisions on how the 

FOCUS Suite will operate for the business environment. System administrators may also control some features that are hidden from 

staff- and manager-users, such as blocking/unblocking customer accounts if users violate the system’s Terms of Use. Normally, these 

actions are policy-driven and subject to administrative or legal consultation or decision. Usual feature access for system administrators 

includes: set system defaults, define message templates, manage activities, send home page announcements and manage system logs. 

 Account Administrators: Security for application access and permission assignment resides in the FOCUS features for Managing Offices 

and Managing Staff. Only account administrators (AA) can create other account administrators and other staff roles. In circumstances 

where functional responsibilities overlap, permissions for account administrators and system administrators can be shared. It is also 

possible for individuals to hold both the AA and the SA roles.  
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Section 4: Welcome to FOCUS Assist 
 

To sign into FOCUS Assist, staff will use the same username and password as they use for EKOS. 

 
 
 
If staff forgets their EKOS username/password, they will need to contact the account administrators to have their password reset. This process 

has not changed with the update.  
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The Welcome to FOCUS Assist light box will include contact information specified by the organization but will look similar to the display below. 

Record the help desk contact information (telephone and email) for quick reference. If staff does not have access to a feature or functional area 

in FOCUS Assist, which they believe is necessary to conduct their work, check first with the manager to confirm the permissions that have been 

assigned to them. The help desk or application security team may be unable to alter any staff permissions that are not requested by managers, 

and a formal request will need to be submitted to document the change and maintain appropriate audit trails.   

Choosing Your Office 

FOCUS Assist supports staff working in one 

office, multiple offices or offices statewide. 

Staff location assignments are determined 

by management and set in the FOCUS 

Assist Manage Offices feature by an 

account administrator.  

For staff members assigned to work in 

more than one office or those having 

statewide permissions, FOCUS Assist will 

require them to select the office where 

they work after signing into the application. 

The drop-down shown (at left) will include 

only the offices that staff are assigned to 

handle work. If a staff member works in 

only one office, this feature will not display.  

What Your Office Selection Means 

The office a staff member selects is where his or her work activities will be credited. This includes any automated activities that Assist generates 

based on actions, such as updating a job seeker’s resume. Also credited to the selected office are any activities or services selected from the 

Action menu drop-downs for assignment to job seekers or business customers. Since FOCUS suite is connected to EKOS case management 

system, all activities or services are passed to EKOS for inclusion in U.S. Department of Labor federal performance reporting.  
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The office location assignment also populates the office-related filters on the Job-Seeker and Job-Order Dashboards. While all staff members 

may search for job seekers, business customers and job orders statewide, the office filters populate only the office where staff is assigned to 

work. This helps staff members narrow their caseloads based only on the ZIP codes of the offices and where they work.   

Changing Your Office Selection 
 
If a staff member is assigned to multiple offices, he or she may change the office at any point. It is 
not necessary to sign out and sign in again to access the office-selection drop-down. In the top 
right header of every FOCUS Assist page, click the change office hyperlink shown (at right) and the 
selection feature will display with a drop-down of your available offices. 

 
The same menu of staff-assigned office locations will populate the drop-down shown 
(at left), allowing a staff member to select a different office. Select and save. 

 

Account Settings 

Accessible from the header are the personal account settings, which may vary 

depending on the features the organization specifies. The standard FOCUS Assist 

features allows staff to change a password; update contact information; manage any saved messages created to communicate with customers; 

manage any saved searches created to routinely scan for matches; and to set up email alerts from FOCUS Assist to notify staff when items are in 

the approval queues and need attention. Not all staff 

members will have permissions to manage approval 

queues.  

Change Password 

The change password feature (at left) is case sensitive. It 

requires a staff member to enter current password, 

provide a new password and then re-enter it for 

verification.  
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Update Contact Information 

The contact information staff will be allowed to 

manage/change may be subject to organization 

specifications.  

All standard fields that require completion are 

marked with a red asterisk. FOCUS Assist has state 

and country defaulted to Kentucky and United 

States automatically. 

 

 

 

 

Saved messages 

When working in FOCUS Assist, messaging to customers is 

provided in three tiers:  

1) individual staff messages customed to each staff member;  

2) system-wide message templates, which are determined at 

the organizational level and used generically by all staff; and  

3) home page announcements, which are targeted by FOCUS to 

send messages to all users. Homepage announcements are 

controlled by permission and usually reserved for system 

administrators.  
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Opportunities to create individual staff messages will display throughout FOCUS Assist, allowing staff to create, save and manage custom 

correspondence with job seekers and business customers. When saved, staff message labels will populate the drop-down shown (above), 

allowing staff to retain and edit messages for both customer groups. 

Simply select the radio button for job seekers or employers to display the correct drop-down. Select the desired message to edit. The message 

saved will display in the text box to be revised as needed. Save any changes. Both a save and a delete button will display. 

Saved Searches 

Managing saved searches is located in account settings. In the sample below, a search for personnel managers was saved for a daily notification, 

specifying candidates with a bachelor’s degree within 100 miles of the 40601 ZIP code. From this feature, staff can view the current criteria. 

Clicking on the job title hyperlink returns staff to the search criteria to adjust their search parameters. Staff can edit the notification frequency 

(daily or monthly), view the alert status information or delete the search. Saved searches are unlimited.  

 

Email Alerts  

Setting up email alerts to notify staff when items have arrived in 

an approval queue requires only clicking the check box for the 

appropriate queue. Uncheck the box to disable the email alerts. 

The frequency defaults to daily email notifications, which is 

recommended for those who handle queue approval. Managers 

may want to check the queues for any backlogs with a weekly notification. Save your settings.   
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Section 5: FOCUS Assist Staff Dashboard 
 

The FOCUS Assist staff dashboard provides a quick reference center to keep staff informed. No matter what staff permissions may be, this page 

will display after signing in and selecting work location. The work location selection will only display if staff is assigned to handle work for 

multiple offices or statewide. Other items located on the dashboard are:  

All-Staff Messages: FOCUS Assist provides a feature so account and system administrators can send home page announcements to all job 

seekers, all business customers or all staff using the FOCUS Suite. Agency discretion will determine how this is used, but a likely use would be to 

advise staff when the system will be down for maintenance. Staff can read, keep or dismiss any message that displays.  

Approval Queue Status: New items awaiting staff review in each approval queue are shown on the dashboard. All totals are statewide. New 

items are provided since the last sign-in, and totals are flagged when they’ve been waiting multiple days for staff attention.  

Daily Statistics: Information on resumes (from FOCUS Career); job postings (from FOCUS Talent); and job postings from spidered job feeds are 

provided. (the job feed we receive from our vendor is “spidered” from web sites, the spiders crawl the web and find job postings). This 

information is system generated and will not display until FOCUS is live and information is available. When active, users will see the number of: 

 searchable resumes and those added the previous day 

 searchable job postings and those added  the previous day  

 total spidered jobs coming from job feeds 
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The Staff Dashboard 
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Section 6: Assist Job Seekers Tab 
Delivering services and assistance to job seekers are primary labor-exchange responsibilities. While FOCUS Assist addresses the traditional 

workforce service needs, it offers automated services for the job seekers. This tool uses pre-defined, criteria-based issues to identify job-seeker 

behaviors; evaluate the system usage, resumes and skills sets; and assess problems for appropriate outreach and issue resolution. 

The job-seeker dashboard (shown below) consolidates feature access and assigns job seekers to office service areas based on ZIP codes. When 

staff accesses this tab, the table displays all job seekers, with and without issues, assigned to the appropriate offices. A group of filters allows 

staff to sort job-seeker records in many combinations. 
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What Staff Can Do from the Job Seeker Dashboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Job Seeker 

Dashboard 

Access Job Seeker 

Profile and Logs 

Filter Job Seeker 

Issues 

Find Job Seekers 

Statewide 

Create Job Seeker 

Accounts/Resumes 

Email Job Seekers / 

Send Messages 

Access Job Seeker 

Accounts in F/C-E 

Take Actions on Job 

Seeker Records 

Assign Job Seeker 

Activities/Services 

Add Notes  

and Reminders 

Add Job Seekers  

to Lists  

Find Jobs for Seekers 

Add Follow-Ups 

Resolve Issues 

Assign Job Seekers        

to Staff 

Change SSNs 

Block/Unblock Users 

Manage Job Seeker 

Lists 
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Filters and Settings 

Dashboard filters provide staff with a variety of settings to sort job-seeker data in the dashboard table display. When new settings are applied, 

click the Go button (at far right) to change the data. Note also that some filters display differently based on assigned permissions. 

 

Show: Filter defaults to All Job Seekers registered in FOCUS Career. Staff may filter by Non-veteran job seekers and Veteran job seekers.  

FOCUS integrates with the Unemployment Insurance (UI) Claims system; a flag may be passed to identify UI claimants in FOCUS Assist. Show 

filter would include UI claimants in the drop-down.  

Issues: Filter defaults to With and without issues to 

work in conjuction with the Show filter default and 

present a complete view of the FOCUS Career 

registrants, regardless of whether the job seekers 

need attention. From here, staff may sort job seekers 

with any issues and with no issues. The default 

settings for the Show and the Issues filters should be 

used when searching for jobseekers statewide to 

ensure that all results are returned and the complete 

talent pool is searched. The remaining items in the 

drop-down correspond with the Issues column in the 

table display, allowing staff to find, for instance, all job 

seekers who are not clicking on leads. 
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For these offices: This filter defaults to My offices, returning the job seekers that are ZIP-routed to 

the office(s) where staff has been assigned to work. When staff are searching for job seekers 

statewide, select Offices statewide to expand the filter criteria.  

 

Offices: This filter defaults to select, working in conjunction with the For these offices filter 

above. If staff is assigned to work in multiple offices, the drop-down will pre-populate with only 

assigned offices. If assigned to work statewide, the drop-down will pre-populate with all offices 

in the FOCUS office network.  

 

Handled by: This filter defaults to select, working in conjunction with the Offices filter above. This 

filter displays differently for those in the staff-user role and those in the manager-user role. For staff 

users, the drop-down will allow All assignments or My assignments selections. All assignments are 

all job seekers who are ZIP-assigned to the office selected in the Office, while My assignments 

display shows all job seekers who are assigned to a staff member. Job seekers are filtered by All assignments, representing a single customer 

pool.  

If you are a manager user, the Handled by filter will pre-populate with a staff list for the office selected in the Offices filter, which would be those 

offices to which that manager is assigned. Managers may select the name of any staff member to review the work assigned to that individual.  

 

 

 

 

 

Incorporating the Service Delivery Structure 
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In most agencies, local managers have wide latitude in addressing the employment services mission according to the dynamics of their 

immediate labor market and the availability of staff resources to meet labor market needs. FOCUS Assist is designed to target job seekers with 

issues that may hinder their re-employment, and subsequently, a staff member’s effectiveness in getting that job seeker back to work.  

Understanding the Job Seeker Issue Flags: Settings for the job seeker issue flags should be determined by management. These client-

configurable settings and criteria parameters may vary from one FOCUS client to the next. The settings (below) are only viewable in 

FOCUS Assist by staff with Account and/or System 

administrator permissions.  

To the right is an example of the default settings and 

parameters available. Once these are in place, FOCUS Assist 

finds the job seekers who meet the criteria and displays 

them in the Job Seeker dashboard table/issues column. 

Staff can then intervene with job seekers who need help 

and resolve their issues.  

What the Issues Tell You: 

1. When job seekers are not logging in, staff can expect to 

see - depending on the parameters set - multiple issues 

to accumulate for some job seekers. Not clicking on 

leads and Not searching for jobs frequently cluster.  

2. Flags for rejecting job offers and not reporting for 

interviews are triggered when employers, job seekers, 

or staff members select these as referral outcomes. 

3. When job seekers are showing low-quality matches, 

the issue for posting poor-quality resume also may be 

flagged.  
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4. The Inappropriate email address flag triggers when filters run against job seeker email addresses at registration and when they 

change their usernames.  

5. The suggesting post-hire follow up is a customer-service function triggered when hired is reported by an employer, job seeker or 

staff members as the referral outcome, which is voluntary reporting.  

6. Giving positive (or negative) survey responses are flagged to tell staff when employers have responded to customer service 

questions display to them when closing or refreshing a job posting.  

 

Find a Job Seeker Panel 
Searching for job seekers works in conjunction with the dashboard filters and uses the same Go button to display results. The search criteria 

below allow staff to identify job seekers in several ways. Use these filters to narrow and widen locations and job-seeker targets. The EKOS ID 

allows staff to find job seekers based on their case management ID while the FOCUS ID finds job seekers according to the number assigned to 

their FOCUS Career accounts.  
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Assigning Activities/Services to Multiple Job Seekers: 

Just back from the job fair with a list of job seekers who need an activity assigned? Find 

them by SSN, the External ID or the FOCUS ID. To build a Selected SSN list, enter up to 20 

SSNs. Click the + sign after each entry. Each selected SSN will display with a remove 

function (  ). After completing the entries, click the Go button (associated with the 

dashboard filters and the Find a job seeker panel).  

Check the column header Name to auto-click all boxes in the table. From the Action 

menu’s drop-down, select Assign activity/service and click the Go button (to the right of 

the Action menu). Two drop-downs will display for Category and Activity, providing the 

selections from which you can choose.  

The Job Seeker Action Menu 
FOCUS Assist provides an action menu that enables staff to accomplish tasks related to 
the job seekers shown in the dashboard table after staff has filtered results for a desired 
group. The action menu displays directly above the table with a Go button to trigger the 
selection action. 
 
Some menu selections allow actions against only one job-seeker record at a time, while others may be applied to multiple records. In either case, 
staff will select the record by clicking the check box at the left of the job seeker’s name, select the desired action from the menu, then click Go to 
trigger the next step. The available actions for staff users and manager users are shown below. 
 
Access Job Seeker Account: Staff may access only one job seeker account at a time. This feature launches the FOCUS Career application, 
allowing staff to enter the job seeker’s account and take action on the job seeker’s behalf. This may be performed against self-service records or 
full-service records that staff mediate at all times. Actions could include creating or updating a resume, troubleshooting a reported problem 
from the customer, or using the Explorer functionality for career counseling. When staff members access (or remote into) a job-seeker account 
from the Assist application, some actions taken will generate automated staff-assisted activities that will be credited to you and to the office 
where that staff member is working at that time. 
 
IMPORTANT: Do NOT sign into a job seeker’s account from the public-facing job seeker URL or portal, as those activities will credit as job-seeker 

self-service.  
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Add Follow-ups: Staff may add follow-ups to a 

job seeker’s record. This feature creates custom 

follow-ups for any issues that need to be 

discussed with job seekers and displays Requiring 

follow-up in dashboard table’s Issues column. 

This enables staff to capture issues that are not 

among those automatically flagged by FOCUS 

Assist.  

To trigger the light box (below), click the check box by the job seeker’s name, then select Add follow-up from the Action menu. Click Go and the 

light box will display. In the Notes box, enter the issue or topic to discuss with the job seeker. After saving the follow-up, a success message will 

display. The follow-up will be added to the Issues column on the job seeker dashboard table.  

Any follow-up added will display in the Issues column on the Job Seeker dashboard for that job seeker.  

 

 

Follow-up will be dated and logged in the Job seeker’s 

profile in the Notes and Reminders panel. To access a 

job seeker’s profile, click his or her name. The 

hyperlink will open their profile. Scroll down and open 

the Notes and Reminders panel. The dated log appears 

under the feature.  
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Add Job Seeker/s to List and Manage Lists: Staff members may add individuals or a group of job seekers to a list by clicking the any relevant 

record checkboxes and selecting the Add Job Seeker to list option from the action menu. In the example below, four seekers are filtered with the 

issue posting poor-quality resume. By creating a list, staff members can contact all of them about a resume-writing workshop. 

 

After clicking Go for the Add job seeker/s to list action, the light box below displays. 

The drop-down displays any list that was created before, with a selection for New 

list. When New list, is chosen, enter a title for the list in the text box below, and 

then click the Add job seekers to list button. A success message will display. To 

access the list later, select the Manage Lists feature from the dashboard’s feature 

line (shown below from the top of the dashboard).  

 

 

On opening the Manage Lists feature, the View, Edit and Delete Lists functionality displays a drop-

down for list selection. When selected, the job seekers in that list will display for additional actions, 

such as deleting members from a list or deleting the list when it is no longer needed. Staff 

members can access stored lists from the drop-down in the Send Messages feature also shown in 

the feature line above.  
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Add Notes and Reminders: Staff members may add notes and reminders to a single job seeker’s record. Notes and reminders will post to the 

Notes and Reminder log in the job seeker’s profile. Reminders may be sent by email or posted to the job seeker’s home page. Staff members can 

send or post reminders to themselves or the job seeker. A reminder posted for staff will display on FOCUS Assist staff dashboard.  Take these 

steps to add notes and reminders.  

From the job-seeker dashboard, click the check box at the left of the job seeker’s name, select Add 

note or reminder from the action drop-down, and click the Go, button. The light box (at left) will 

display.  

Select the radio button for note or reminder. If a reminder is selected, identify the distribution from 

the reminder drop-down. When posting to dashboards, a calendar picker will allow staff to set the 

posting date.  

Add the appropriate text and click the add note or reminder button. A success message will verify 

the action.  

For future reference, a Notes and Reminder log is provided for each Job-Seeker Profile. The Show 

filter drop-down allows staff to select Notes or Reminders. When Notes are selected, a drop-down 

appears (below) and defaults to All. Other selections allow staff to filter the log by the issues resolved or follow-ups created for the job seeker. 

This log captures the items below: 

 Notes 

 Reminders 

 Resolved issues 

 Follow-ups 
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Assign Activity/Service: Staff members may assign an activity or service to an 

individual job seeker’s record by clicking the relevant record’s checkbox and 

selecting the Assign activity or service option from the action menu. After clicking 

the Go button, two drop-downs will display for Category and Activity. When the 

Category is selected, the corresponding activity drop-down populates for staff 

selection.  
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Assign Job Seeker(s) to Staff:  

Who can assign job seekers to staff? Manager users may assign or reassign job seekers to staff. Staff members may assign job seekers to 

themselves, but may not reassign them to other staff. When managers assign/reassign job seekers, a second drop-down is populated 

with staff names (for the appropriate office) so the manager can select the staff assignment. 

 

Can a job seeker be assigned to multiple staff members simultaneously? No, only one staff member may be assigned at a time. 

Can managers assign job seekers to themselves? Yes.  

Are any job seekers assigned to staff automatically? Yes, if staff creates a full-service (mediated) job seeker account in FOCUS Career-

Explorer (FCE) via FOCUS Assist, that job seeker is assigned to that staff automatically. A manager can reassign the job seeker if 

necessary. 

Does a job seeker’s location control the staff assignment? Since ZIP codes define an office’s service area, job seekers are automatically 

attached to offices by their ZIP codes when they create their FCE accounts. If a job seeker registers using an out-of-state ZIP code, they 

are assigned to a default office. The default office can reassign these job seekers to the appropriate office service area. 

For a job seeker to be assigned to an individual staff member, that staff must have permission to handle work for the office where the 

job seeker’s ZIP code has been attached, either automatically or manually. FOCUS Assist will display an error message when this 

condition is not met. Only a staff member with the statewide permission can be assigned to any job seeker, regardless of the ZIP code or 

office. However, field staff is unlikely to have the statewide permission, which is usually reserved for Help Desk staff assisting all offices.  
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Block/Unblock Job Seeker: This action is controlled by management permissions.  

Blocking a customer’s access to their self-service account is a serious action because it represents a denial of service, 

temporarily if not permanently. A set policy should determine whether customers are notified before or after the 

block is set and what officials should be notified in advance to minimize complaints. When blocks are set, FOCUS 

notifies customers at sign-in that there is a problem with their accounts and to contact the help desk by telephone. It 

does not advise that the account is blocked or suggest that any violation is suspected. When customer accounts are blocked, staff will see the 

red circle icon with a minus sign in search and filtering results on the job-seeker dashboard. The feature only blocks or unblocks customer sign in 

to their FOCUS application. It does NOT inactivate the customer record or notify the case management system.  

Change Job Seeker SSN: Staff may update a job seeker’s SSN by clicking the relevant check box and 

selecting the Change job-seeker SSN option from the Action Menu. After clicking the Go button, the 

Change SSN light box will display. If the job seeker’s Current SSN field is populated, staff should 

verify that the current entry is either a pseudo SSN or the SSN includes an incorrect SSN (usually 

due to a typographical error). The screen clip (at right) shows the light box when populated by a 

previous SSN entry. When the SSN was not provided previously, the current SNN field will display 

unpopulated and grayed back. Staff should complete only the new SSN field and click Save. 

Email Job Seeker and Send Messages: Staff may email individuals or a group of job seekers via 

email by clicking the job-seeker checkboxes and 

selecting the Send Email option from the action menu. The email light box (shown on left) 

displays to allow open-ended communication with the job seeker. Staff can copy themselves 

on emails by clicking the check box below the text box. This will send a copy to your Outlook 

inbox. The corresponding feature for email is Send Messages, which can work in conjunction 

with the Manage Lists feature discussed previously. Send Messages can be accessed from the 

feature line at the top of the job-seeker dashboard. 

 

To determine which feature is most appropriate may depend on 1) how informal the email 
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should be or 2) whether you will need to contact a group of job seekers again in the future. For instance, if contacting a group about an 

upcoming event, training, or workshop, it may be best to add them to a list for future contact so they can keep track of all invitees previously 

contacted. For less formal communication, the email feature from the Action menu may be all that’s needed.  

Find Jobs for Job Seeker:  Staff can find job matches for a specific seeker automatically by clicking the job seeker’s checkbox and selecting “Find 

jobs for job seeker” from the Action menu. This option allows staff to search for jobs that match a specific job seeker’s resume and search 

criteria, or to alter the search criteria without changing the job seeker’s original settings in FCE. While the search posting page replicates what 

job seekers see in FOCUS Career, this action does not launch staff into the job seeker’s account. Staff may define or refine search criteria using 

any of the following methods: 

 keyword searching (on specific areas of job postings such as job description, job title, employer name or anywhere in a job posting) 

 matching against a ZIP code radius; cities and states; or in-state jobs only. 

 searching on specific criteria, including star matches, posting dates, educational level, salary level, internships, occupations and industries, 

emerging/high-growth sectors, job seeker abilities or by excluding specific work histories from the resume 

 

In the display below is an example of the default criteria that Sally Johnson set for her resume in FOCUS Career. (If the criteria are altered, the 

display will change to Search job postings.) To see job search results using Sally’s criteria, click the Go button.  
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After clicking the Go button, the results for this search display as shown below. Click on one of the job titles to display the job order:
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You now have various options to assist Sally in her job search: 

 

Email Jobs: Sally is a four-star match for a chef’s position, but the job may be 

farther than she originally planned to commute.  

When clicking the email icon, the light box (at left) will display, providing an 

editable message to invite Sally to apply for the job by submitting her resume 

through FOCUS Career.  
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Another possibility is to add a follow-up to Sally’s record so she will appear in the list of job seekers with pending issues and be readily accessible 

to contact. If Sally regularly checks her FCE account, it’s OK to add a reminder on her home page as another gentle nudge. 

Refer to Jobs: Referring qualified candidates to jobs without advance discussions may be the best choice to help Sally connect to this position. 

Simply click the Refer Jobs button. FOCUS Assist will make the referral and notify Sally by email. The job will display on Sally’s home page panel 

for Jobs to which you’ve been referred. She can access the job information at any time.  
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Am I a good match for this job? Sally has several three-star matches, and the executive chef position might be a good fit that is closer to home. 

But why is she only a three-star match? What can you do to help Sally improve her chances or raise her match score to a four- or five-star 

candidate? The answers may be found in “Am I a good match for this job?” 

 

Common skills: In panel 1, FOCUS provides the specialized, software and foundation (soft) skills that are typically associated with a 

chef’s position. These lists often trigger awareness that important skills have not been included on the resume. 

Education, certificate, and licenses: In panel 2, FOCUS presents educational levels most common for individuals working as chefs, as well 

as a list of certificates and licenses they may have for this profession. Sally might benefit from additional education.  
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Level of experience: In Panel 3, FOCUS presents the levels of experience that successful candidates have had when placing into chef 

positions. Since Sally’s experience is well within range of the most successful group, experience probably isn’t the problem.  

 

Common Career Paths: In Panel 4, FOCUS provides two views of career paths that are common to chefs – positions people go from 

being a chef and what positions they typically held prior to becoming a chef.  

Potential Gaps: In Panel 5, FOCUS evaluates Sally’s resume for gaps that could work against her when applying for the executive chef 

position. As expected, the problems appear to be gaps in her skills and education, giving a starting place to help Sally become more 

marketable. Staff can refer her to workshops that build her skills or certificates that enhance her credentials. 
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Find more jobs like this: Another feature that may widen a job seeker’s possibilities is “Find more jobs like this,” which matches the selected job 

to other similar jobs. In this display, the star matches are jobs-to-the-selected-job, rather than jobs against Sally’s resume. A quick glance tells 

staff the market for chefs in Sally’s preferred area is likely strong enough to warrant the certification she might need. Perhaps a referral to 

training is in order, as well as a resume review for the skills Sally might have forgotten to include or may not have considered important.  

 

 

Do Not Display this Job Again: A fast way to eliminate jobs that would not interest Sally is to click “Do not display this job again.” This suppresses 

the job posting(s) only from Sally’s search results, but does not impact other job seekers who might be interested in those positions. Get Sally’s 

approval for this step first. Also consider that while some positions may not be Sally’s ultimate dream job, they may hold excellent short-term 

possibilities as she improves her skill set or completes training and certification work.  
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Mark as Resolved: To resolve job seeker issues or a follow up that was added, click the job seeker’s check box and select Mark as resolved from 

the Action menu. When job seekers have multiple issues or follow ups (as shown below), a check box will display for each, allowing staff to 

resolve the issue individually over time or at the same time. As long as any issue remains, that job seeker’s record will continue to display in the 

dashboard table. When staff resolves all 

issues, the job seeker will no longer have 

issues. Staff will need to find that 

individual by using the “Find a Job Seeker” 

for searches, or by changing the Issues 

filter to With no issues. 

If a staff member is repeatedly clearing 

issues for the same job seeker, this may 

indicate minimal system use or a lack of 

engagement in job-search process.  

The upside to this observation will always 

be the messages behind the issues job 

seekers experience and the real 

opportunities they create for staff to help.  
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Find a Job Seeker 
In the regular course of assisting job seekers, searching statewide to find them is a necessity. In the dashboard’s Find a Job panel, you may 

search by first name, last name, SSN, date of birth, email address and by an external seeker ID or the FOCUS ID. A calendar picker is provided for 

the date-of-birth field.  

 

The Find a job seeker panel operates in conjunction with the dashboard filters and is controlled from the same Go button. To search for job 

seekers statewide, set the For these offices filter to Offices Statewide. Set the Issues filter to with and without issues.  

 

View Job Seeker profiles 
When self-service accounts and resumes are created in FOCUS Career – or when staff creates accounts/resumes on a job seeker’s behalf using 

FOCUS Assist – a master record automatically generates in FOCUS Assist for each customer. These are known as the Job Seeker profiles, which 

can be viewed only by staff. Profiles are driven by dynamic data collection that captures job-seeker usage information, self-service activities of 

job seekers, and staff-assisted activities/services that you provide. Staff access profiles by clicking on a job seeker’s hyperlinked name from the 

dashboard table.  
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Each profile provides a wealth of information for tracking, as well as an excellent audit trail for unemployment insurance professionals to 

monitor job-seeker engagement related to continued benefit eligibility.  Staff can quickly profile a job seeker and develop key insights to their 

statuses, potential needs, employability and customer behaviors. 

The job-seeker profile displays data in nine panels shown at the left 

and described below. 

Profile: Demographics on military service, disabilities, UI claimant 

flag and related information may impact a job seeker’s 

employability, program eligibility or special needs. (This does not 

display when none of these criteria are present.) 

Contact Information: Job seeker’s address, telephone and email 

address. 

Resume: Details, such as resume length, number of resumes, 

extracted skills, searchable status and willingness to work overtime 

or relocate; includes hyperlinks to open job-seeker resumes in a 

pop-up.  

Activity Summary: System usage statistics for registration, sign-

ins, and online help; resume updates; and total job searches, 

matches, and referrals. Display since registration or for last 

seven, 30, 60 or 180 days. 

Referral Outcomes: Voluntarily reported by employers, job seekers or staff, referral outcomes are displayed for possible employment 

interactions between job seekers and employers offering positions. Outcomes are USDOL compliant and mapped to the case-management 

system for federal reporting. 

Survey Results: Also voluntarily reported, a brief customer-service survey displays on job seeker home pages when FOCUS Career requests 

referral outcomes. The survey/outcome report can be scheduled to display every seven, 14 or 30 days, asking the job seeker, “How’s your job 

search going?”  
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Job Seeker Activity Log: This automated activity log captures staff services, resume creation/updates, referrals, and activities against job seeker 

records, all viewable by service type, time frame, and users (job seeker and staff). Many items captured in this log are returned to case-

management for USDOL federal reporting. Staff may add activities/services to the log without returning to the Action menu to access this 

feature. 
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Notes and Reminders: Also accessible from the dashboard’s Action menu drop-down, the Notes and Reminder feature captures any staff-

created and resolved follow-ups, and all resolved job seeker issues, logging this information for staff review and reference. A “Show” filter 

displays either notes or reminders, and 

the “All” filter displays follow-ups and 

resolved issues, which also can be 

shown separately.  

Just as notes and reminders can be 

added from the Action Menu drop-

down, they may be added from the job- 

seeker profile.  

 

 

 

 

Assigned Offices: The Assigned Office panel includes a feature used by the agency’s default office to assign job seekers to field offices. Job 

seekers who register from other states or whose ZIP codes have not been previously assigned to an in-state office service area will be assigned 

by the default office.  

The Assigned Office feature is by permission only, although the feature is 

viewable by all staff regardless of permissions. Staff will always know a job 

seeker’s office assignment from this panel. All add/remove/update 

functionality is grayed out to staff who do not have the Administer Office 

Assignment permission.  
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Create New Job Seeker Account Button 
Staff may create new job seeker accounts to handle full-service (mediated) customers. This button 

displays on the dashboard’s top right position (under Account settings). It launches staff into the 

same functionality that self-service job seekers use to register, but without taking you out of 

FOCUS Assist. For each job seeker, staff will be required to create an email username, password, security question/answer reminder, the date of 

birth and key demographics. Depending on agency policy, staff may be asked to use a pseudo-email address for staff-created job-seeker 

accounts or to obtain a valid email address from the job seeker – or possibly to help create a free account. Hyperlinks to AOL Mail, Gmail, 

Windows Live and Yahoo are provided for convenience.  

NOTE: If full-service customers later decide to become self-service customers, staff can pass their usernames and passwords to them, 

and they can change their account sign-in credentials.  
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Section 7: Approval Queues – Job Seeker Referral Requests 

Staff permissions for reviewing and approving employer accounts, job postings and referral requests will vary from one agency to the next. Each 

queue can be managed independently of the others, and queues may be set for centralized management or distributed across the field office 

network. Given the immediate need to approve job-seeker referral requests in each office’s service areas, as well as field staff’s relationship to 

customers, most agencies distribute the Referral Requests queue to field office staff.  

The FOCUS Suite handles several types of referrals to jobs, but not all of these will be sent to the approval queue or require staff approvals.  

Job Seeker Self-Referrals (Spider jobs): Job seekers may self-refer to any job in a spider job feed without staff approval and regardless of 

their resume match score for a particular job. These self-referrals will NOT require queue approval. They are logged as interstate 

referrals and sent to the case-management system for USDOL federal reporting.  

Staff Referrals (Spider jobs): Staff may refer job seekers to any job in a spider job feed, regardless of resume match score for a particular 

job. These self-referrals will NOT require queue approval. They are logged as interstate referrals and sent to the case-management 

system for USDOL federal reporting.  

Job Seeker Self-Referrals (Talent jobs): Depending on the agency’s default settings, some job seekers may self-refer to jobs in the Talent 

(statewide) job feed, if their resume star matches meet a specific pre-set level. These self-referrals will NOT require queue approval. 

They are logged as direct referrals and sent to the case-management system for USDOL federal reporting. When job seekers DO NOT 

meet the star-match requirement or the agency elects NOT to set a default match score, their referral requests are sent to the 

Referral Request queue for staff review and approval. Agencies may select a workflow that allows hiring managers to set a match score 

that is higher or lower than the agencies match-score requirement. 

Staff Referrals (Talent jobs):  Staff may refer job seekers to jobs in the Talent (statewide) job feed, based on the agency referral policy, 

which may or may not be dependent on the star match. Typically, staff has wide latitude to determine job seeker suitability for a 

position, and often may be working with hiring managers who are willing to relax or negotiate job requirements as they relate to job 

seeker qualifications. FOCUS recognizes this need for local flexibility. Since staff is the final authority on referrals, these referrals will NOT 

require queue approval. They are logged as direct referrals and sent to the case-management system for USDOL federal reporting.  
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A sample referral request queue  

The approve referral request queue is accessed in the 

approval queue tab. Links are provided for staff to 

access the approval queues individually. Filters allow 

staff to sort items in the queue by status, job-seeker 

type and office.  

Status: This filter defaults to pending and also 

includes statuses for denied, on hold and reconsider. If staff members have permission to approve referral requests, they may need to deny a 

referral. These candidates remain accessible if staff members need to reconsider their initial decision. Job seekers who update their resume and 

receive a higher star match may request another referral. A hiring manager may invite a candidate to apply or ask staff to refer a candidate even 

when that individual does not meet the stated qualifications. In either case, the “denied” and “reconsider” statuses work together to give 

candidates a second chance. The “on-hold” status allows staff to retrieve candidates who were automatically placed in this status. When hiring 

managers hard-close jobs (before the job expires) or place jobs “on hold” while candidates have referral requests pending in the queue, FOCUS 

automatically notifies the candidates that these jobs are either permanently or temporarily unavailable. For “on hold” jobs” that are reactivated 

within 30 days, FOCUS automatically restores candidate requests to the queue. 

Show: This filter defaults to “all job seekers” but also allows staff to sort by “non-veteran job seekers” and “veteran job seekers.”  

Office: This filter defaults to the office where staff members are currently assigned or have selected as the office in which they are working. The 

latter occurs only when a staffer has permission to work in multiple offices or statewide. If a staff member is assigned to only one office, it will 

be his or her default one.  

When requests are pending in the queue, this main page will display them in the table one the next page. To access an individual referral 

request, click on the hyperlinked job title/company item. 
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This opens a side-by-side comparison of the candidate’s default resume and the job posting to which he/she has requested a staff referral. Deny 

and Approve buttons display at the top right position. From here, the decision is deny or approve with queue approval permission. Staff 

members may also click directly into the job seeker or the job order profile for additional information.  
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Denying a Referral Request 
When staff denies a candidate’s referral request, the light box (below) will display. This message is editable and staff may copy themselves by 

email. The candidate is notified under your auto-generated signature. Buttons allow staff to either cancel or email the job seeker. 

 

 

Approving a Referral Request 
When staff approves a referral, FOCUS Assist displays a success 

message and automatically generates a standard response to 

the candidate. This email is controlled from a client-editable 

template in FOCUS Assist. The referral then posts to the job 

seeker’s FOCUS Career home page in the “Jobs to which you 

have been referred” panel. From there, job seekers may 

reference the job posting and all employer contact information 

for the job.  
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Section 8: Staff-Created Accounts for Full-Service Job Seeker Customers  
Staff can access the FOCUS Career application from two features in FOCUS Assist on the Job Seeker Dashboard. The “Access job seeker account” 
option from the Action Menu drop-down launches staff into FCE to view existing job seeker accounts (either full-service or self-service), and the 
“Create new job seeker account” button allows staff to create a new account.  
 
To create a new account, click the “Create new job seeker account” button on the Job Seeker dashboard. Step 1 of the job seeker registration 
will display as shown in the light box below. In this sample, a pseudo-email is used to create the email/username address. Other options for 
staff-created email addresses may be to use an email provided by the job seeker, or an email account from a free Internet service provider, 
created for the job seeker.  

 

SSN Provision: In the sample 
registration (at left), the SSN 
has not been provided. Job 
seekers are not required to 
provide their SSNs to register in 

FOCUS Career. Agencies cannot 
require SSN data-collection. 
However, this unique identifier 
is important for matching 
legacy records in the client’s 
case-management system to 
prevent creation of duplicate 
accounts. In standalone, non-
integrated deployments, no 
record matching occurs in the 
registration process.  
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Secondary Validation Criteria: When the FOCUS Suite is integrated with a case-management system, and SSNs are not provided, FOCUS uses 
other job seeker demographics to match legacy records. These fields include first name, last name, ZIP code, address, city, state and date of 
birth. Middle initial and phone number are optional. This information also pre-populates the job seeker’s “Contact” tab in FOCUS Career.  
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Terms and Conditions: A Terms and Conditions document is a required sign-off for job seekers. The same text displays when staff registers job 
seekers, but requires them to confirm that you have explained the Terms to the job seekers. The text change for staff appears on the 
confirmation button on the screen below.  
 

Accepting the Terms of Use constitutes the job seeker’s agreement to abide by the site’s policies and other provisions required by the agency. If 
job seekers violate the Terms and Conditions, FOCUS provides features to block them from accessing their accounts until the circumstances 
surrounding their misuse are resolved to the agency’s satisfaction. 
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Options after Completing Registration: After accepting the Terms of Use, the account registration is completed. Staff may continue to oversee 
accounts and create a resume on his/her behalf or provide the sign-in credentials to the job seekers who can then become self-service 
customers. In either case, resume completion is the next logical step.  
 
To locate the job seeker’s account from FOCUS Assist, go to the “Find a job seeker” panel on the Job Seeker dashboard. Leave the Show filter on 
the “All job seekers” default, and set “Offices statewide” and “With and without issues.” Enter the job seeker’s name, DOB, SSN or email address 
to narrow the search criteria, and then click Go. The newly registered job seeker will display in the dashboard table. Because Julie’s account 
below does not yet have a resume, FOCUS has not yet assigned a Job Seeker ID number and a last activity date has not generated. No issues 
have posted against her record.  
  

 
 

To access Julie’s account, click the check box by her name (as shown above), select “Access job seeker account” from the Action Menu drop-

down, and click Go again. This launches FOCUS Career in a new browser window and places you on Julie’s home page. 
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Section 9: FOCUS Career Home Page 
When staff accesses any job seeker’s home page from FOCUS Assist, the greeting line will display as “Logged in as [name of job seeker].” This is 

the primary indicator that staff has accessed their account properly as staff. Any work performed via this method will be credited as “staff-

assisted” for USDOL federal reporting. Staff can use the FOCUS Career application just as job seekers do. Let’s look at Aaron Boggs’ account.  
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Home Page Features 
The FOCUS Career home page consolidates key information and feature access so staff or job seekers can manage their careers and job search 

effectively. Tab management for application access and button access to specific features provide easy navigation, while information panels 

display job seekers’ latest system interactions for searches, matches, referrals and jobs. The home page displays on default at customer sign-in 

or when you access the account from FOCUS Assist.  

 Text Size: Allows job seeker to adjust the text size display. 

 Language Translation: Access to language translator tool, which converts the user interface text for non-English speakers. When 

resumes are sent to employers, they revert to English. 

 My Account: Allows a job seeker to change username, password, a secondary email address (for resume use), and security question and 

answer. 

 My Bookmarks: Collects jobs and career exploration pages for future reference. 

 Find a Job: Quick search feature to find jobs by title. 

 How is Your Job Search Going? Displays a pop-up survey on pre-set schedule to obtain customer service responses and referral 

outcomes from job seekers. (See screen shot on the following page) 

 Resume Listings: Hyperlinks for up to five resumes provide direct access to these documents. 

 Resume Views Counter: Counter displays the number of times business customers have viewed the default resume. Displays only after 

the default resume has been created. 

 

Tab – Job Search: For resume-building tools, job matching and gap analysis, click the options below. 

 Create, edit and upload a resume: resume-building tools 

 Search for jobs: direct feature access to FOCUS Career job search criteria and matching 

 

Tab – Explore Careers and Education: Staff may navigate to the options below by clicking. 

 Research a specific career, employer or program of study 

 Explore my career options 

 See what I can study to get ahead 

 See where my experience can take me 
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Job Seeker Survey 
The job seeker survey below displays on the home page on seven-, 14- or 30-day intervals, depending on the client-configurable setting applied 

in FOCUS Career Settings, which is located in the FOCUS Assist, Manage FOCUS Suite tab. The survey feature also can be disabled. When job 

seekers do not have referrals to jobs, only questions 1-3 will display to collect survey responses. The survey is voluntary and can be closed 

without responding. The default survey responses 

will not register unless job seekers click “Submit 

results.”  

Survey Philosophy 

The default question text is targeted to obtain 

information on match quality, transferable skills 

awareness and the use of employer invitations for 

job seekers to apply. It is intended to be brief and 

generic to increase user response rates and 

intuitively provide referral outcomes, which are 

traditionally difficult for agencies to obtain.  
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Section 10: Accessing the FOCUS Career Application  
Click the “Job Search” tab to display features available in FOCUS Career.  

 

When staff selects “Create or upload a resume,” the options below will display for three resume-building approaches. 
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Create a Resume – Step 1: Add a Job 
When “Start resume” button is clicked, the page below is displayed. Let’s build Julie’s Information Technology resume.  

1. Title the resume and save the title.  

2. Enter the Job title – type-ahead text will display under the field for selection of specific job titles. 

3. Enter Employer name. 

4. Enter Start Date. If the job seeker is currently employed in this position, check “I currently work here.” When box is clicked, the End Date 

field will retract. 

5. Complete the remaining fields and click the “Save and Move to New Step” button. 
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Create a Resume – Step 1: Special Instructions 
FOCUS Career’s resume builder provides excellent ways to help selected target populations find their transferable skills. It helps veterans find 

skills that transfer from their military occupational specialty to the civilian labor markets and helps homemakers and caregivers capitalize on the 

skills they build every day when they were not considered “labor force participants.” For individuals with volunteer histories, showing these as 

work histories can create a solid skills base that translates well to the paid jobs.  

 

Of critical importance with many job seekers in these situations is a lack of confidence due to absence from or unfamiliarity with the recent 

civilian labor market. With these features, FOCUS helps them and staff cut through the fear of less desirable candidate or completely 

unemployable.  

If you work in a veteran services position, this feature is excellent for transitioning service members – many of whom entered the military out of 

high school and have no prior exposure to the civilian labor force.  

And don’t let “unpaid work” hamper those volunteers or interns who need or want to find income-based careers. Just because they weren’t 

paid, doesn’t mean they didn’t work. 
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Create a Resume – Step 2: Job Title Details 
FOCUS provides radio buttons for the top job titles that most closely match the job title entered in Step 1. Select the title that works best. If an 

appropriate title does not display, more selections are available from within the job families listed below. Open these panels to find a different 

job title. When selection is made, click “Save and Move to Next Step.” 
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Create a Resume – Step 3: Work Activities 
Based on the job title established in Step 2, FOCUS next displays a corresponding questionnaire on work activities. Job seekers may select up to 

12 items in this step. If a 13th item is selected, a warning will display, allowing job seekers to de-select any previous items and prioritize others. A 

counter list captures all selections and provides an internal scroll bar for easy scanning.  
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Create a Resume – Step 4: Job Description 
In Step 4, all questionnaire selections display in the editable text box (below left). Staff may add new items in free text,  keywords associated 

with the job or additional work statements. When adding keywords, all selections are grouped in a single statement that begins, “Knowledge 

sets include” followed by the selected keywords. After editing and adding to the job description text, click “Save and Move to Next Step.” Other 

features include “Save and Add Another Job,” which returns staff to Step 1 of the Work History; and “Preview resume,” which allows staff to 

evaluate the resume display at any point in the resume builder’s guided path. 
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When Job Seekers Wear Many Hats 

In Step 4 of the Work History tab, notice the button shown 

below.  

It also considers such job titles as administrative or 

executive assistant/secretary, association executive or 

program manager – where responsibilities cover a wide range of specialties but don’t apply consistently enough to be included in their 

typical job descriptions. Simply click the button (at top), and enter a job title that represents the activities or skill sets would routinely 

fall. For instance, if an executive assistant 

also managed company travel 

arrangements – enter travel agent. If a 

program manager also compiled 

extensive reports, try statistician, 

information analyst or demographer.  

 

 

 

.  
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Encouraging Job Seekers to Be Complete 

When job seekers click “Save and Move to Next Step” after providing only one history, FOCUS Career displays the light box below to 

encourage them to be as complete as possible. Certainly, some job seekers are only embarking on their careers and have no work 

history to include, and others will have only one 

work history. While FOCUS does not require work 

history to complete a resume, it includes steps to 

remind job seekers when they may not have 

finished a process that would benefit their job 

searches. 

 

 

Create a Targeted Resume – Adding Military Job Histories 
Returning to Step 1 of the Work History tab, add a military job history using a Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) code or a military job title. 

When entering the MOS in the job title field, selectable, type-ahead options for job titles will display below the field. When you enter or select 

from the optional list, the Employer 

field will pre-populate with the 

corresponding Military service branch. 

The Rank field will display 

automatically with a corresponding 

drop-down of ranks appropriate to 

that branch of service.  
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When using the MOS for a Work 

History entry, staff and job 

seekers enable FOCUS Career to 

locate and match civilian labor 

force jobs with corresponding 

skills. Many specialties prepare 

veterans for a wider range of 

jobs and industry sectors than 

they may realize. 

Seeing real options can be 

extremely beneficial in reducing 

transition tension. Because skill 

relationships are not always 

obvious, this feature saves 

considerable research time for 

staff members and job seekers. 

Keep in mind, however, that 

other MOS codes may not 

translate as easily – such as 

frontline combat positions. At the other end of the spectrum, some military jobs may be so highly specialized that veterans may have fewer 

civilian opportunities to continue their career trajectory in certain labor markets. In these cases, veteran case managers may find the Burning 

Glass Labor/Insight application helpful in locating labor markets where such specialties are in greater demand. When veteran job seekers are 

willing to relocate, pointing them in the right direction can make a world of difference.  
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In Step 2, FOCUS displays radio buttons for the most transferable job possibilities. These may span many job sectors, providing multiple pages of 

listings. Be sure to explore all to find those most closely related to the MOS or the direction that most interests the veteran. When you make a 

selection, FOCUS will display the appropriate job questionnaire. The Veteran will continue the same work history process as covered above.  

 

 

Create a Targeted Resume – Adding Homemaker/Caregiver Job Histories 
Breaking back into the 

labor force can be 

especially challenging for 

those who have stepped 

away for family 

responsibilities such as 

parenting or caring for an elderly family member. By entering such job titles as homemaker, home manager, or caregiver, these job seekers may 

be surprised by the number and range of skills they’ve developed, not to mention, how well they’ve positioned themselves for a new career that 

could require only some additional training or a certification to launch. From healthcare to hospitality to housekeeping, a solid career path can 

be well within reach.  
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Returning to Step 1 of the Work History tab, the usually unpaid yet very 

important work of managing a home and caring for children presents 

numerous possible skills that can be included on a resume. When 

adding “homemaker” as the job title, notice that the “employer” field 

pre-populates as “self.” Also, the “wages” and “pay unit” fields are no 

longer required.  

In Step 2, a list of options identifies job sectors where typical 

“homemaker” skills commonly are needed. FOCUS recommends that 

job seekers select the two most relevant areas of greatest interest or 

where they believe their strongest skills reside.  

In Step 3, a questionnaire provides questions about work tasks and responsibilities, while Step 4 (below) presents the selected items for editing 

or adding keywords and more work statements. Notice that the skills represent those in both Food Preparation and Services, and Health and 

Nursing categories. Does that mean that job seeker is limited only to the skills gained in those categories? No. FOCUS is about options, and if any 

job required people to “wear many hats,” parent should be at the top of the list. 
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Section 11: Uploading/Pasting a Resume 
A staff person may access the resume upload and paste features from two locations in FOCUS Career. From the home page, click “create, edit or 

upload a resume” under the “Find a job” feature (below). This will open the selection light box where staff may select any of the resume options 

– create, upload or paste. 

From the resume Review tab, click “Your Resume,” located at the middle left of the page 

(shown below). This link also takes users to the three resume options, but provides 

additional access to the “create a new resume based on an existing one” feature. 

 

When uploading a resume, FOCUS Career provides a 

standard browse feature to upload resumes from a 

computer desktop (shown below). After selecting the 

resume document, the name of the document will appear 

in the text box. The uploaded resume must be in DOC, 

DOCX, RTF or PDF format.  

Click “next step” to proceed. A brief processing time will elapse as the 

upload parser checks the resume to identify missing fields that are 

required in the resume’s guided path. When such items are located, 

FOCUS will display a light box prompting you to select or complete the 

fields.  

From there, users click “continue.” This will navigate to the contact tab 

in the resume’s guided path. If any additional fields must be captured, 

indicators will display (in red) for the fields needed before saving the 

tab. The users will then proceed through the remaining tabs until each 

is completed and the resume displays in the review tab.  
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To the right is the FOCUS light box that displays when an uploaded 

resume does not have information required to save a job seeker’s 

record in FOCUS Career. Typically, this same information is necessary 

for case-management data collection and will be passed to EKOS. 

 

 

The Uploaded Resume Display 
When reaching the resume review page, an uploaded resume will display in the user’s format and the “Resume style” drop-down selection will 

be “original” (shown below). By comparison, resumes built using the wizard will be displayed in the “standard” resume style. When users wish to 

retain their original formatting, the process is complete. They can save their resumes and view their matched. For those who want other resume 

styles, several are available from the 

drop-down. A resume can be reverted 

back its original style by selecting 

“original” from the drop-down.  

 

Pasting a Resume 
Pasting a resume is the least 

recommended resume option, but is 

provided for those who feel more 

comfortable “cutting and pasting” 

their documents. Pasting works in the 

same manner as uploading, but users 

may experience some problems if a pasted resume is heavily formatted. The resume parsing may be more accurate if the pasted resume is 

“straight text.” In either case, the features are easy-to-use and should not provide difficulty for less technical users.   
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Section 12: Completing the Guided Path 
In the FOCUS Career resume builder, the guided path represents the required initial sequence that users follow when completing the default 

resume. For a resume to be complete, the user must complete all required fields in each tab, ending on the “review” tab with the resume fully 

displayed. From review, the “save resume and view matches” button triggers three actions. 

First, it registers the default resume in 

the search engine and makes it viewable 

to employers and staff as a potential 

match to jobs. (NOTE: If users elect not 

to make their resumes searchable to interested employers (a selection on the preferences tab), their resumes are still registered and will return 

matches for job seekers to view. Those matches, however, will not be displayed to employers.)  

Secondly, it creates and populates the job seeker profile in FOCUS Assist, establishing the FOCUS job seeker ID. This includes information that 

appears in the profile, contact and resume panels, as well as entries to appropriate logs (e.g., appropriate auto-generated activities). It also 

triggers behind-the-scenes routines that flag job seeker issues related to resumes and system usage. Lastly, this “save” action triggers the API to 

send appropriate information to the case-management system. 

What happens when users stop before completing a resume? This depends on where they stop. Notice above that the Work History tab 

has four steps. If you stop or time out during these four steps, all data entered in these steps will be lost; save on Step 4 to prevent this. 

Once beyond this point, FOCUS Career retains all entries that precede the last saved tab. If you sign-out or time-out, FOCUS will return 

you to the same location where you stopped. 

When adding other resumes (after creating the first one), does the last resume added become the new default resume? No. The first 

resume will remain the default resume unless you (job seeker or staff) select another 

resume as the default to another resume. The default resume feature is found on job 

seekers’ home page (at left). Whichever resume is selected from the drop-down will 

become the default and is the only resume that is searchable by employers at that 

time. 
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Unrestricted Path 
After completing the guided path on each resume, the edit path for that resume becomes unrestricted. Staff may go to any tab and update 

information. Following the tab sequence is no longer required. Users need only click “save and move to next step” to apply the changes made to 

that tab. All saved information is sent to the case-management system based on the changes made in any individual tab.  

 

Managing Multiple Resumes 

Job seekers may have up to five resumes, but only one resume is searchable at a time by employers. To add another click “create, edit or 

upload a resume” from the home page to display the light box below. The scroll bar on the right allows users to find the action they prefer.  

To start a completely new resume, 

click “start resume.” This restarts the 

identical process used to create the 

first resume.  

If you wish to use some of the 

information from another resume, 

FOCUS Career also provides the 

option to create a new resume based 

on an existing resume. The existing 

resume may be any resume previously 

created. A drop-down will display so 

you can select from your own 

documents. Simply make the selection 

and click “start.” 
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When scrolling further down the light box, you may access the Upload 

and Paste resume features. Clicking either of these actions will provide 

the same options originally presented when creating the initial or 

default resume.  

Contact Tab – Anchoring the Resume 
Information displayed in the contact tab may be populated from various sources. New users will enter some of this information during 

registration, but in cases where user accounts exist in the case-management or other legacy system, the contact tab may populate from that 

record to prevent duplicative accounts. When users upload resumes, some information for this tab will be parsed to populate the fields below, 

but staff should be aware that uploaded resumes may not provide all required information for the contact tab. When the upload feature 

completes the initial parsing, it identifies 

missing information and asks the user to 

make a selection. However, parsing is not 

100 percent accurate in all cases, and 

users may be required to complete a 

required field on this tab. 

Email Address: The email address on the 

contact tab will be populated initially with 

the job seeker’s username/email and will 

display on resumes as shown on the 

contact tab. If users wish to enter a 

different email for their resumes, the new 

email may be entered here and will not 

change the account’s username.  
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Education Tab – Experience with Education and Skills 
When users build a resume 

using the FOCUS wizard, the 

education tab will be blank 

except for the skills section, 

which will display the auto-

extracted skills that FOCUS 

identified in the users’ work 

histories. With uploaded 

resumes, some information on 

the education tab will likely be 

parsed into this tab, although it 

is possible that information 

could not be recognized and 

would not be placed properly. 

This is often due to how the 

user has formatted a resume. 

Check all fields for any 

potentially absent data.  

Enrollment status and 

education level: For uploaded 

resumes, required fields will be captured by parsing or by asking the user to select from the drop-downs when the parse could not identify the 

correct responses.  

Degrees and diplomas: Required fields in this section become required if data is entered to a single field. For instance, if the user shows a 

bachelor’s degree, he or she must also provide the subject/major, the institution and the completion date. For job seekers who are working 

toward a degree, an expected date of completion can be substituted for the completion date. This allows users to display degrees in progress on 

their resumes but to indicate honestly to potential employers where they are in their education. Courses, honors, GPA and activities fields are 

not required but are available for users who wish to share this information. When high school or general education diplomas are included, 

“general” may be entered to the subject/major field for those who did not pursue a specialized track of study.  
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Occupational licenses and certifications:  When provided in an uploaded resume, these fields will populate to the extent that parse information 

was identifiable. At a minimum, the issue date is required if the occupational license or certification field is populated.  

National Career Readiness Certificate TM Credentials:  A special section for the collection and display of the National Career Readiness 

Certificate (NCRC) credentials has been provided. The job seeker must confirm that they achieved at least a bronze in all test sections before he 

or she can fill out the level, state of issue and issue date. 
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Driver’s License: Users must advise whether or not they have a driver’s license and if so, the state of issue and the type of license.  

Displaying driver’s license information on resumes is by user option depending on the check box entry selected. However, if users have multiple 

resumes and wish to display the driver’s license on only one resume, the information can be hidden on the other resumes by using the hide 

feature on the resume review tab.  

Languages and Skills: While these are not required fields, the skills section will automatically list critical skills that were identified automatically 

in the work history tab from either an uploaded or wizard-built resume. Since this may not list every skill the user provided, the skills feature 

allows them to add more.  
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Summary Tab – Highlighting the Resumes Key Information 
The resume summary is 

auto-generated 

information captured by 

FOCUS from entries 

provided to the work 

history and Education tabs. 

An editable text box allows 

users to change/update this 

information, reformat the 

paragraphs, revert to the 

original summary display, 

or exclude summaries from 

any of their resumes.  

Currently, the summary 

does not regenerate when 

changes are made to the 

initial resume after the 

guided path is completed. 

As an example, when users 

do not provide all of their 

work histories while in the 

guided path, and then add another work history later while in the restricted path, the years of experience and the related industries from the 

additional work history will not be updated. These corrections must be made manually.  
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Add-ins Tab – Rounding out the Job Seeker’s Achievements and Interest 
The add-in tab allows users to create optional sections for their resumes. By clicking the check boxes for the desired sections, free text boxes will 

display to enter information. Before saving this tab, users must delete any text boxes they did not use by clicking “delete section.”  

Summary or Objective? One, 

but not both. In today’s labor 

market, most employers prefer a 

summary because it creates a 

concise snapshot or profile of 

both experience and education. 

Since busy hiring managers often 

read a small portion of each 

resume to determine who they’ll 

interview, the summary choice 

highlights what they’re looking 

for and could make the 

difference in further 

consideration.  

Internships – Add-ins or Work 

History? Even unpaid internships 

can be viable work histories 

where good experience was 

obtained, particularly for 

younger job seekers just staring their careers without a lot of paid experience. Other factors to consider might be how long ago the internship/s 

occurred; are they related to the seeker’s current field of interest, most recent paid work history, or the types of jobs they’re now seeking; and 

where should they display in the resumes to get the appropriate visibility from a busy hiring manager?  

Just how “personal” is “Personal Information?” Many job seekers use personal information effectively, while others can get carried away with 

more information than employers need to know. Job seekers should avoid disclosing medical conditions or information of an extremely private 

nature. No life stories.  A brief list of hobbies may give employers an idea of how one spends their free time, but caution is advised with “fringe” 
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or high-risk activities that might concern a more conservative reviewer. Hobbies could be included as Interests; a section that may sound a little 

less… “personal.”  

Affiliations and Volunteer Activities may or may not be sensitive, depending on their relevance to a particular position. Some affiliations or 

activities could raise red flags for reviewers, while others could work in a job seeker’s favor. Some advance research into employers (via their 

websites, news articles, or contacts within the company) might provide insight to similar and different themes or shared affiliations. Volunteer 

activities may also be viable work history, best shown in that resume section. Longtime volunteers typically pick up many skills that are easily 

transferable to skills an employer might need. Again, consider relevance and choose accordingly.  

Professional Development – is this a certification? Actually, it’s probably best to think of professional development as work-related training, 

seminars or workshops that did not result in a certificate or certification, which may require re-certification and documented educational hours 

over specified time periods and are better suited to the licensing and certification sections on the education tab. Professional development often 

addresses “soft skills” such as written communications, team building, time management or leadership or organizational skills. 

References – sometimes less is more. A list of references may be lengthy enough to make a resume unwieldy, so this add-in could be best suited 

to a single statement: References available upon request. Many job seekers prefer to have their list of reference to present during an interview – 

something as a parting reminder to “check me out with these individuals.” If an employer has not specifically requested references in the job 

description, it might be best to get the interview first and leave the follow-up for later. In either case, be sure to provide a balanced list of 

references – heavy on relevant professional references; light on personal contacts.  
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Profile Tab – Capturing Key Demographics for Case Management 
Capturing demographics that is necessary for case-management is critical to every public agency.  

The Profile fields are easily recognizable by any staff, so little explanation is needed for this tab. For the job seeker, the most important 

statement appears at the top of this page: None of the information you supply will display on your resume other than military service.  
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Military Service – Honoring Veterans with Priority of Service and a Special Resume Section 

Considerable changes will be coming to this section in future releases to incorporate recent changes and feature requests. Since the majority of 

job seekers will not have military career, most will never select the “yes” radio button that opens the light box below.  

An important step that veteran’s staff can take 

is to ensure that all veterans capture this 

information in FOCUS Career Explorer, rather 

than skip this section. Why? Because without 

self-disclosing as a veteran, many of the FOCUS 

features for veterans will not be accessible to 

them or capture them in ad hoc reporting. No 

other job seeker group receives as much 

“priority” as our veterans, so what will they 

miss?  

Their resumes will not have a customized 

section, highlighting their military service. For 

those with concerns about service dates in the 

distant past, they can hide the dates on the 

resume. 

Job matching against their military occupational specialties cannot be used to find a wider range of jobs for which they may qualify – a very 

valuable feature for transitioning service members.  

They will not be included in veteran priority of service job alerts and the 24-hour advance access to apply for jobs will not be available to them.  

They will not be flagged in search results as veterans, and employers searching for veteran job seekers will not find them in search results. In 

addition, when employers want to hire veterans for a potential tax credit, they won’t be flagged for consideration. 

Veteran staff will not be able to locate or filter their records in FOCUS Assist for messages, list management, and other case-management 

communications and reports. Clicking “yes” to military services does much more than a veteran job seeker might notice.  
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Preferences Tab – Identifying the Job Seeker’s Objectives 
Other than finding a new career, job 

seekers have any number of 

preferences they want to be 

considered.  

Salary objective, willingness to work 

overtime or relocate, preferred work 

week, duration and availability are 

critical factors.  

Location preferences tell us how far 

they want to commute and search 

for jobs, which are critical to 

matching.  

Perhaps the most important 

selection on the Preferences tab is “Make my resume searchable to qualified employers.” 

What happens when a resume is not searchable? Employers will not see the job seeker’s resume in search results, but the job seeker will see job 

matches.  
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Review Tab – Finalizing the Resume’s Presentation 
Remember Julie, our job seeker from a few pages back? Below is her resume. Let’s see what she can do with it from this tab. 
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Resume Tool 1 – Format Options 
The resume style drop-down allows selection of six styles. The “original” format will only display for uploaded resumes, bringing the 

total to seven when applicable. 
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Resume Tool 2 – Emphasis Options 

The resume order drop-down allows users to change the emphasis of a resume by shifting the order of the sections. Need a functional 

resume for job seekers who are short on experience? Highlight their skills by moving them to the top. If education tops their 

qualifications, emphasize degrees. If job experience is their best selling point, use the default to “emphasize my experience.”  
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Resume Tool 3 – Hide Options 

Users who wish to hide information on any resume have numerous options to disclose selectively only what is most important or 

relevant to any job to which they apply. Hide options, which can be changed easily on any resume, puts control in the user’s hands.  

A user may hide any work history if he or she is afraid past 

work experience might raise the eyebrows of potential 

employers. 

A person’s age also may be hidden. 

Those preferring to be contacted by email may hide a 

phone number or vice versa if a phone call is preferred. 

Want to keep those academic achievements handy, but 

perhaps they’re overkill with some employers? Tuck away 

the honors on one resume distribution and bring them 

front and center for another.  

Being multi-lingual is a great asset, but it might not be 

relevant to every job. Hide the language proficiency, and 

opt to highlight other skills if the user wishes to do so. 
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Resume Tool 4 – Download 
The download feature is available for job seekers who want their resume(s) available from a personal computer. Select from two file 

formats, change the style and order, and keep or release those hidden items – all from the download light box.  

 

Resume Tool 5 – Email 
Email a resume to one or to several addresses. Make format changes as needed.  
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Resume Tool 6 – Print 
Need to print a resume? The print menu options will display based on the printer installed to the computer of use. 
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Section 13: Job Matching and Related Features 
From the resume review tab, users can access the “save resume and view job posting” 

button (at right). After applying styles, emphasis and hide features, it’s probably time 

to look for jobs that match the resume.  

Match results table 
Users are taken to the Job search results below. The results table displays jobs by the highest to lowest star match to the resume, giving jobs 

from the FOCUS Talent (statewide) feed priority over jobs from the spidered feeds. Column 2 provides the job posting date, while job titles are 

hyperlinked to open the posting for review, and the table is completed by columns for employer, job location and actions.  

Unknown: When employers display as “unknown,” this does not mean the job is poorly sourced or a likely scam. “Unknown” references are 

more likely to be legitimate sources where the employer name is located at the second layer of the website – requiring users to click an action or 

sign into the website to get more information. Spider robots cannot take these actions or access an interior layer.  
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How to Apply 
To apply for a job, users must 

click the job title hyperlink to 

view the posting. In the 

screenshot at right, a job 

displays from the spidered job 

feed. When users are 

interested in applying for 

jobs, they click the “How to 

apply for this job” button to 

obtain additional information. 

In this example, job seekers 

may self-refer to any spidered 

job, regardless of their star 

match. This action is logged as 

an interstate job referral.  

When users click how to 

apply from the FOCUS Talent 

(statewide) job feed, the 

action is logged as a (regular) 

referral.  

Job seekers may not always 

receive an employer’s contact 

information from this action. 

Depending on the job seeker’s FOCUS Suite settings or employer preferences for how their job postings will be managed, job seekers 

may be required to contact staff to obtain information or be screened for appropriate qualifications.  
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Search Criteria and Saved Searches 
The default job search criteria for all job seekers are established in FOCUS Career through a combination of elements. Skills, education 

and experience from the default resume are weighted for job matching and star rankings; location preferences are captured from the 

preferences tab; while other preference elements are factored into a robust profile of what job seekers want and what they bring to the 

table. This criteria populates the “search job postings for (an individual job seeker),” which staff accesses from the “finds jobs for seeker” 

feature via the job seeker dashboard’s action drop-down. 

When staff tailors criteria to narrow or broaden 

search results for job seekers, changes do not alter 

the default criteria established by job seekers in 

FOCUS Career. It remains in the background and 

staff changes revert to the default settings. Staff 

clicks the “review and change criteria” link (at left) 

to display the search criteria page. 

Additional features complement the search criteria available to both staff and job seekers. These also display on the search results page 

for quick access. 

“Save this Search and Notify Me of New Jobs” creates job alerts that may be set 

for daily or weekly delivery.  

“Widen your net: see matches statewide” expands any search criteria with 

location settings by ZIP code and radius parameters or only specific cities/MSAs.  

“Don’t see what you’re looking for?” opens a light box where guidance on setting 

search criteria is available.  
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Online Help with Search Strategies  

When staff or job seekers don’t receive the search results they expect, “Don’t see what you’re looking for?” offers resolutions to the 

most common search-related problems individuals report. FOCUS tracks the number of times job seekers refer to the online help 

feature. The count is shown in the Job seeker profile’s activity summary. A high count might suggest that seekers are having difficulty 

obtaining expected search results, or possibly, just experimenting with search strategies. 

On items with hyperlinked text, users are taken to specific FOCUS features to try search criteria changes related to their questions. 
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Analyzing Gaps – Am I a good match for this job?  
Both staff and job seekers will gain much insight by accessing “Am I a good match for this job?” For job seekers, the information 

provided in panels one to four can be a reality check not only about their own skills, but also about the skills that other job seekers 

typically possess when placing into the same jobs. As a counseling tool that easily pivots the from search results table, this feature 

provides a natural segue into career exploration, awareness of educational and experience needs, and where skill gaps exist. 

Case in point: A long-experienced executive assistant for a small company is suddenly unemployed after many years of service when the 

firm closes. She builds a solid resume, packed with the skills that have served her well, but is dismayed and disappointed when her 

resume matches her to executive assistant positions ranked with only two- and three-star matches. How could this be? These jobs are 

the same title. But in today’s rapidly changing labor market, the demands for an executive assistant also have changed, particularly the 

specialized and software skills needed. In a small company with tenured staff, keeping pace with new methods and applications may not 

have been a priority for her former employer or the nature of the company’s business needs. Whatever the circumstances, FOCUS 

places priority on the skills that are missing from the resume but needed in the workplace. The potential gaps identified simplify the 

process and steer this job seeker toward new learning objectives. 
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Targeting Ideal Jobs – Find more jobs like this 
“I really like this job,” he said, “but a three-hour commute one way is more than I can handle.” Find more jobs like this. Cloning 

technology gives the FOCUS Suite several features with similar possibilities. In this search equation, FOCUS is matching one job to a body 

of similar jobs and ranking the star matches against the cloned job, rather than the job against a resume.  
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Section 14: FOCUS Career – Finding Pathways through an Ever-Changing Labor Market 
Behind the “explorer careers 

and education” tab on the 

FOCUS Career home page, 

supplies data to job seekers 

who need solutions or 

strategic guidance to launch 

new career, set a different 

trajectory or revive that 

long-ago pursuit of a dream 

career that slipped away.  

Explore my career and 

internship options leads to 

the jobs, careers, employers, 

skills, degrees and 

certificates, and internships 

– that drove the labor 

market for the last 12 

months.  

Select the path, select the state, and choose the areas (MSAs) you wish to explore – or perhaps all MSAs statewide will provide the bigger 

picture into FOCUS. Click Go. 
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Explore my career and internship options 

The Explorer In-demand filters default to “Jobs in All Career Areas for Any/No Degree,” based on all employers in the location 

of user’s choice. Below are the Top 10 jobs with hiring demand identified and salary rates by $ icons. All hyperlinked items 

launch light boxes with targeted data about the item selected. Icons throughout the application provide handy tool tip text 

may define data sources, benchmarks, ranking and other presentations. 
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The In-Demand Filters 

In-Demand data can be displayed in various ways by selecting items from each of the navy blue drop-down bars. Main filters 

filtered in various ways by: 

The In-Demand Filter 

      The Career Areas Filter 

 

 

 

 

   The Education Filter 

 

The Location Filter 
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The Jobs Light Box 
The Jobs Light box displays when users click on any hyperlinked job title. It includes 

accordian panels with show/hide controls (as shown below).  

The easy-to-follow data and simple graphic presentations are self-explanatory with 

most information spanning the last 12 months. Salary ranges include geographically 

specific data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, compared with nationwide 

salary averages from real-time analytics. A search feature connects users to the 

current job postings from the agency’s statewide and spidered job feeds. 

Access to other light box is provided from some panels: 

 employers light box from in-demand employers 

 skills light box from required skills 

 degree/certification light box from typlical edcuation required 

 jobs light box from jobs with similar education and/or skilll 
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The Career Area light box 

The Career Area light box displays when users click on any hyperlinked 

career area. It includes accordion panels for Hiring demand and 

Required skills – specialized, software, and foundation. Skills lists can be 

viewed independently by clicking on their grouped links.  

As with all Explorer display, signed-in users may make bookmark light 

boxes to save information for future reference. An email feature also is 

provided to share data with friends.  

 

Access to other light box is provided from some panels: 

 jobs light box from hiring demand 

 skills light box from required skills 

 

 

The Employer Light Box 

The Employer light box displays when users click on any hyperlinked 

employer. It includes accordion panels for hiring demand and in-

demand skills. 

Access to other light box is provided from some panels: 

 jobs light box from hiring demand 

 skills light box from required skills 
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The Degrees/Certification Light Box 
The Degree/Certification light box displays when users click on 

any hyperlinked degree or certification. It includes accordion 

panels for Hiring demand, In-demand skills and In-demand 

employers. 

 

Access to other light box is provided from some panels: 

 jobs light box from hiring demand 

 skills light box from in-demand skills 

 employers light box from in-demand employers 
 

 

The Skills Light Box 
The skills light box displays when users click on any hyperlinked 

skill. It includes accordion panels for jobs requiring this skill with 

hiring demand and in-demand employers.  

 

Access to other light box is provided from some panels: 

 jobs light box from jobs requiring this skill; hiring demand 

 employers light box from in-demand employers 
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The Internship Light Box 
The Internship light box displays when users click on any 

hyperlinked internship. It includes accordion panels for In-

demand skills, In-demand employers and top types of 

(specified) Internships nationwide. 

Access to other light box is provided from some 

panels: 

 skills light box from in-demand skills 

 employer light box from in-demand employers 

 
 

Thank you for attending our training.  

If you have any questions regarding this training material, please contact: 

KentuckyCareerCenterSupport@ky.gov 

 

502-564-0871 

 

Monday – Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm EST  

mailto:KentuckyCareerCenterSupport@ky.gov

